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ABSTRACT

Background: Many populations of the spotted salamander, Ambystoma maculatum, have
clear and white egg mass morphs. It is unclear what drives the maintenance of this poly-
morphism. The egg mass jelly of both morphs limits oxygen diffusion from water to interior
embryos. However, an endosymbiotic alga compensates by increasing oxygen levels through
photosynthesis. Jelly in white egg mass morphs may reflect the light necessary for algal
photosynthesis.

Question: Does the relative success of the two egg mass morphs vary with microhabitat
differences in oxygen stress for embryos and, thereby, differences in need for supplemental
oxygen from algal symbionts?

Hypothesis: Embryos in warm water with low dissolved oxygen may require oxygen supple-
mentation from algal photosynthesis to successfully complete development. In such conditions,
the white morph may be at a disadvantage relative to the clear morph.

Organism: A western North Carolina population of A. maculatum.
Methods: In the laboratory, we compared the development and hatching success of clear and

white egg mass morphs under light (algae present) and dark (algae absent) conditions. We also
placed egg masses under a range of temperatures and dissolved oxygen conditions in the field,
then compared embryo development and survival of clear and white morphs.

Conclusions: When oxygen demand is high – such as in warm, shallow water – embryos from
clear masses have higher survivorship than do those of white masses, supporting our hypothesis
that the clear morph has a developmental advantage over the white morph that is mediated by
the algae.
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INTRODUCTION

Genetic polymorphisms that produce different yet co-occurring phenotypes can be difficult
to explain – if one phenotype confers even slightly higher fitness, the less favourable pheno-
type and allele(s) will become locally extinct. In some species, ecological gradients drive
different alleles to extinction in different populations and polymorphisms persist in inter-
mediate populations due to a balance between selection and gene flow. Such variation in
local selection patterns gives rise to geographic clines in allele and morph frequency
(e.g. Hoekstra et al., 2004). Alternatively, polymorphisms that are widespread, with morphs
co-occurring across a range of abiotic and biotic conditions (e.g. Hardy and Lucas, 1991), must be
maintained by processes that favour both morphs in the same population.

Such polymorphisms may persist if there is not strong selection favouring one phenotype
over another, if selection is frequency dependent (Fisher, 1930), or if selection on phenotypes
varies over space or time (Levene, 1953; Gillespie, 1974; Gillespie and Langley, 1974; Hedrick, 2002). Negative
frequency-dependent selection maintains female damselfly colour morphs [Ishnura spp.
(Svensson et al., 2005; Takahashi et al., 2010)], colour/behavioural morphs of male side blotched lizards
(Sinervo and Lively, 1996), and host snail genotypes in the presence/absence of a trematode para-
site (Koskella and Lively, 2009). Where negative frequency-dependent selection cannot explain
maintenance of multiple morphs, spatial or temporal variation may, if morphs that do well
under some conditions do poorly under others. For example, trade-offs associated with
temperature and desiccation stress in barnacles (Schmidt and Rand, 2001), camouflage in intertidal
snails (Byers, 1990), and pathogen resistance in humans (Hedrick, 2002) and other organisms (Altizer

et al., 2003) have been shown to contribute to the maintenance of multiple phenotypes within
populations.

In the spotted salamander, Ambystoma maculatum, variation in microhabitat coupled
with variable selection involving an algal symbiont might explain the persistence of two
egg mass morphs. Spotted salamanders lay eggs in compact gelatinous masses attached to
submerged objects in ephemeral pools. Females produce either white or clear masses
throughout their lifetimes and the morphs co-occur across much of the species’ range (Banta

and Gortner, 1914; Hardy and Lucas, 1991; King, 2016). A hydrophobic protein crystal in the outer jelly
matrix causes the white colour of masses, and production of this protein by the mother
appears to depend on a simple polymorphism of a single gene (Ruth et al., 1993), though the
underlying genetics have yet to be thoroughly examined. Ruth et al. (1993) found that
freezing, desiccation, water pH, size of egg mass, and amount of protein present in the jelly
produced no difference in hatching success between the two morphs. Petranka et al. (1998)

found that wood frog (Rana sylvatica, alternately Lithobates sylvaticus) tadpoles preyed
upon clear masses at a higher rate than white masses when presented with both morphs.
Similarly, Jacobson (2015) observed, under semi-natural field conditions, that wood frogs
fed on clear masses nearly three times as often as on white masses. Furthermore, the
frequency of the white morph positively co-varies with the density of two predators: wood
frogs (Petranka et al., 1998) and eastern newt [Notophthalamus viridescens (King, 2016)].

This apparent advantage of white masses may be balanced by an advantage to clear
masses if they are better hosts for the symbiotic alga, Oophila amblystomatis (for a discussion of

taxonomy, see Kerney, 2011). Although cold water temperatures during A. maculatum’s breeding
season slow embryonic development – as long as 52 days to hatching (Petranka, 1998) – interior
embryos often develop more slowly than exterior embryos, as the rate of oxygen diffusion to
interior embryos is limited by the egg mass jelly (Pinder and Friet, 1994; Seymour, 1995). The problem
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of oxygen diffusion is solved by the alga, which is both endo- and ecto-symbiotic (Kerney et al.,

2011). Algae are transmitted in the oviduct and can be seen growing within the outer mem-
brane of each embryo (Kerney, 2011). In the presence of algae, embryos have lower mortality
(Gilbert, 1944; Graham et al., 2013), which is attributed to the algae increasing oxygen availability to
all, but particularly interior, embryos (Pinder and Friet, 1994), as well as to increased availability
of fixed carbon provided by intercapsular algae (Graham et al., 2013). In return, the algae receive
nitrogen in the form of ammonia waste directly from the developing embryo (Goff and Stein,

1976) or possibly from yolk, and there is conflicting evidence about the impact of this for
embryos. Although Gilbert (1944) found that embryos with algae hatch larger and at a later
stage, Tattersall and Spiegelaar (2008) found no effect of algae on hatchling size and Hale
et al. (2016) found that hatchlings were smaller when they developed with algae. Therefore,
the effect of algae on embryos requires further exploration.

The seasonal ponds in which spotted salamanders breed vary spatially and temporally in
depth, shade, dissolved oxygen, temperature (see Results), and presence of predators (Petranka

et al., 1998; King, 2016). We propose that the egg mass polymorphism is maintained via spatial
and temporal heterogeneity in both predation risk and abiotic variables. In seasons and
populations with high predator densities, the white morph may have higher fitness owing to
higher predation on clear masses, whereas the clear morph may have higher fitness where
embryonic oxygen demands are more acute. For example, in warmer water, embryos have
higher metabolic rates, causing them to consume oxygen from the surrounding water at a
higher rate (Nordlie et al., 1991; Schurmann and Steffensen, 1997; Claireaux et al., 2000). Similarly, where
dissolved oxygen concentrations are lower, embryos may not be able to acquire sufficient
oxygen via diffusion from the surrounding water to sustain development (Seymour and Roberts,

1991; Seymour et al., 2000; Seymour and Bradford, 2011). In water that is either warmer or lower in
dissolved oxygen, algae may increase oxygen availability sufficiently to maintain constant
developmental rates. However, growth of algae may depend on the opacity of egg mass jelly
and clear masses may transmit more light to algae than white masses. Indeed, Jacobson (2015)

found higher cell density of algae bound to egg capsules in clear masses than in white
masses. In complementary laboratory and field studies, we examine the influences of egg
mass jelly and algae on embryonic development and survival and ask whether survival to
hatching of the two morphs varies with abiotic environment.

METHODS

Laboratory study of light level and egg mass morph

We collected Ambystoma maculatum egg masses in March 2015 from Sandy Bottom
Preserve in Buncombe County, NC, and maintained them at the University of North
Carolina Asheville under an approved Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee
protocol. We evaluated the effect of algae on development and survivorship of embryos in
two laboratory experiments. In both experiments, we examined embryos from white and
clear egg masses under both light and dark treatments, where dark treatments precluded
algal growth or survivorship. We sought to resolve the conflict of previous studies by
evaluating the effect of algae on hatchling mass, as well as to examine how egg mass
jelly mediates the effect of algae on embryonic growth. All embryos were reared in jars
(described below for each experiment) in growth chambers at 80% relative humidity and
15�C, with a 12 hour/12 hour light/dark cycle. Within each chamber, jars receiving the dark
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treatment were wrapped in opaque black plastic and jars receiving the light treatment were
left unwrapped. We monitored water temperature periodically and found no differences
between wrapped and unwrapped jars.

In laboratory experiment 1, embryos were removed from the egg mass jelly of each of ten
clear masses and ten white masses and placed into 150 mL specimen jars, 20 embryos from
the same mass in a jar. Removing embryos from the jelly removes the variation in develop-
ment due to embryo position in the mass and removes the effects of jelly proteins on
embryos, but does not remove algae, as algae colonize the capsular membranes of the egg.
Each egg mass contributed embryos to one dark replicate and one light replicate, for a total
of 40 replicates (20 light, 20 dark). Jars contained 100 mL dechlorinated tap water and
received air supplied through a submerged air stone via tubing in the jar lid. We counted the
number of live and dead embryos and determined median developmental stage (Harrison, 1969)

of embryos in each jar twice weekly. Embryos were considered dead and were removed if
the membranes surrounding them were completely clouded grey or if the embryo had
compacted to one side of the inner egg membrane. Each day, we scanned jars for hatchlings,
which we individually staged and removed from jars. The first ten hatchlings in each jar were
euthanized with an overdose of MS-222 (Western Chemical, Ferndale, WA, USA) and
preserved in 5 mL centrifuge tubes with ShandonGlyo-Fixx (Richard Allan Scientific,
Kalamazoo, MI, USA). We vacuum dried the preserved embryos for 48 hours and weighed
them using a Mettler-Toledo XP2U microbalance (Mettler-Toledo LLC, Columbus, OH,
USA). We returned additional hatchlings to Sandy Bottom Preserve.

In laboratory experiment 2, eight white and eight clear masses were left intact and placed
singly into 1900 mL glass jars. All masses were approximately the same volume. Half the
masses of each morph were randomly chosen for the dark treatment. Water was changed in
these jars periodically but was not aerated, to simulate low water disturbance at the pond
site. We inspected all jars daily and removed and staged hatchlings. The first five hatchlings
from each mass were euthanized, preserved, and weighed, as above. Additional hatchlings
were returned to Sandy Bottom Preserve.

Field study of water depth and egg mass morph

In March 2015, approximately 40 white and 40 clear Ambystoma maculatum egg masses
were collected from Sandy Bottom Preserve. Sandy Bottom Preserve is a 10 ha floodplain
forest adjacent to the French Broad River with a series of ephemeral floodplain pools. The
forest is predominantly montane alluvial forest and the area immediately surrounding and
including the pools is classified as a swamp forest-bog complex (Boyd and Preusser, 2016). The
pools begin to dry in late June and typically remain dry between August and November,
though they may remain dry as late as January in some years. The water is generally tannic
and visibility to the substrate is low in water greater than 20 cm deep. Furthermore, the
water is noticeably cooler at the substrate than at the surface (personal observation).

In order to capture a range of temperature and dissolved oxygen conditions, we placed
egg masses in two regions of the main pond that qualitatively differ in sun exposure and we
placed masses at two depths at each location. Twenty PVC poles were staked into the pond
floor to serve as anchors for egg masses. The first ten poles were arranged 2–3 m apart in a
straight line along the deepest portion of the pond (38.73 ± 6.75 cm deep; mean ± SD). The
remaining ten poles were randomly scattered (also 2–3 m apart) in a nearby open area with
emergent vegetation (35.46 ± 3.61 cm deep) approximately 10 m from the line of the first ten
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poles. Masses were contained individually in mesh bags and attached to each pipe in groups
of four, with a white and clear mass attached at the surface (surface treatment) and a white
and clear mass attached 30 cm below the surface (substrate treatment). At each post, white
and clear masses were matched for similar developmental stage (Harrison, 1969) and mass
volume.

We measured dissolved oxygen and water temperature adjacent to the surface and sub-
strate treatments at each pole weekly for 6 weeks (YSI-75 meter, Yellow Spring Instruments,
Yellow Springs, OH, USA). We measured water depth at each pole twice a week. We visually
inspected egg masses for signs of hatching each week and, after the initial hatching event,
we made site visits every one to two days. Masses containing hatchlings were transported
back to the laboratory where we counted and staged hatchlings and scored as live or dead
all remaining embryos.

Statistical analyses

In laboratory experiment 1, we placed 20 embryos from a single mass into a light and dark
treatment, replicated across 20 egg masses (10 clear, 10 white). As a result, embryos were
nested statistically both at the level of the jar and at the level of the egg mass. To account for
this nesting in our analyses, we used generalized linear mixed-effect models (GLMMs) in
which jar and egg mass were random effects and light treatment, egg mass morph, and their
interaction were main effects. GLMMs for effects on age, stage, and mass at hatching were
conducted using the lme() procedure in the nlme package (Bates et al., 2015) of the programming
language R (R Development Core Team, 2017). We then used the F-statistic to evaluate the signifi-
cance of treatment, morph, and their interaction by comparing the fit of progressively
simpler (fewer variables and lower degrees of freedom) models. GLMMs for effects on
the probability of hatching (survivorship) were conducted using the glmer() function in
the nlme package, which allows for binomial error distribution and use of a logit link, as
required for the binary hatching data. The fit of survivorship models was compared using
analysis of deviance in which the test statistic is compared against a χ2 distribution with one
degree of freedom.

In laboratory experiment 2, egg masses were placed, intact, in individual jars and either
wrapped in plastic to remain dark or exposed to light. As a result, embryos were nested
statistically at the level of the jar/egg mass. As in the first experiment, we used GLMMs and
the lme( ) and glmer( ) functions in R to examine age and stage at hatching and survival to
hatching, respectively. However, these functions could not estimate simultaneously the
effects of the morph × treatment interaction and the random effect of egg mass in our age,
stage, and mass at hatching models. This was because embryos survived to hatching from
only one egg mass in the clear and dark treatment combination, resulting in an unbalanced
design for these response variables. Therefore, age, stage, and mass at hatching models were
evaluated without interaction terms. We did evaluate the effect of a morph × treatment
interaction on probability of hatching.

In the field study, we found temperature and dissolved oxygen measurements to be
positively correlated each week [correlation coefficient median (min, max): surface,
0.54 (0.11, 0.72); substrate, 0.60 (−0.13, 0.88)] and to differ between depths (see Results).
Therefore, we examined the effects of dissolved oxygen (but not temperature) during
week 1, egg mass morph, depth treatment (surface/substrate), and their interaction on age
and stage at hatching using a GLMM in which pole identity was a random effect. As above,
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we used the lme() and glmer() functions of the nlme package of R to examine age and stage
at hatching and survival to hatching, respectively.

RESULTS

Laboratory study of light level and egg mass morph

For embryos removed from masses and reared loose in jars, probability of hatching was not
affected by egg mass morph, light treatment, or their interaction (morph: χ

2
1 = 2.61,

P = 0.11; light: χ2
1 = 0.133, P = 0.71; interaction: χ2

1 = 0.0024, P = 0.96; Fig. 1A). Hatchlings
from clear masses were larger than hatchlings from white masses in both treatments
(F1,16 = 4.77, P = 0.044), but hatchling mass was unaffected by light treatment (F1,16 = 0.005,
P = 0.94) or the light × morph interaction (F1,16 = 0.207, P = 0.66; Fig. 1B). Egg mass
morph, light treatment, and their interaction had no effect on either age at hatching
(morph: F1,16 = 0.015, P = 0.903; light: F1,16 = 0.392, P = 0.54; light × morph interaction:
F1,16 = 0.0006, P = 0.98; Fig. 1C) or stage at hatching (morph: F1,16 = 0.05, P = 0.82; light:
F1,16 = 0.31, P = 0.58; light × morph interaction: F1,16 = 1.62, P = 0.22; Fig. 1D).

Embryos in intact masses were significantly more likely to hatch in the light treatment
than in the dark treatment, and this effect did not differ between egg mass morphs
(light: χ

2
1 = 51.26, P < 0.0001; morph: χ

2
1 = 0.544, P = 0.46; light × morph: χ

2
1 = 0.206,

P = 0.65; Fig. 2A). Nearly all embryos hatched from the eight white masses and eight clear
masses in the light treatment, whereas embryos hatched from only two of the eight white
masses and one of the eight clear masses in the dark treatment. Neither morph nor light
treatment affected mass at hatching (morph: F1,14 = 0.57, P = 0.46; light: F1,14 = 0.06,
P = 0.81; Fig. 2B), age at hatching (morph: F1,17 = 0.04, P = 0.84; light: F1,17 = 1.35, P = 0.26;
Fig. 2C), or stage at hatching (morph: F1,17 = 0.02, P = 0.90; light: F1,17 = 4.31, P = 0.054;
Fig. 2D).

Field study of water depth and egg mass morph

Dissolved oxygen and temperature were highly variable over the weeks of the study and
across poles within a week (see www.evolutionary-ecology.com/data/3092Appendix.pdf).
Dissolved oxygen increased significantly with temperature, when depths were pooled and
the random effect of sample week was removed (F1,194 = 230.73, P < 0.0001). On average,
temperature was 2.17�C warmer (n = 5 sampling weeks, range 0.15–4.52�C) and dissolved
oxygen was 1.46 mg ·L−1 greater (n = 5 sampling weeks, range 0.63–2.96 mg ·L−1) at the
surface than at the substrate, suggesting the primary source of dissolved oxygen is diffusion
from air at the surface, rather than photosynthesis by aquatic vegetation.

Depth treatment (χ2
1 = 43.01, P < 0.0001), egg mass morph (χ2

1 = 59.67, P < 0.0001), and
their interaction (χ2

1 = 37.67, P < 0.0001) had significant effects on the proportion of
embryos alive at first hatching (Fig. 3). Survivorship did not differ between clear masses
at the substrate, white masses at the substrate, or white masses at the surface. However,
embryos from clear masses placed at the surface had significantly higher survivorship than
those from the other three morph and depth combinations (interpreted from lsmeans( )
pairwise comparisons of log odds ratios using Tukey’s method for significance). Within a
depth treatment, survivorship was higher at poles with lower dissolved oxygen (χ2

1 = 12.51,
P = 0.0004). Because dissolved oxygen and water temperature were positively correlated
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(see Methods), this also indicates that survivorship was higher where water temperature was
lower.

White masses hatched between 25 and 37 days and clear masses hatched between 25 and
42 days from the start of the experiment. Embryos took on average 3.3 days longer to hatch
at the substrate than at the surface (depth: F1,47 = 51.10, P < 0.0001; morph: F1,47 = 0.872,
P = 0.36; depth × morph interaction: F1,47 = 0.73, P = 0.73; Fig. 4A) and hatched 1.2 days
sooner for every 1 mg ·L−1 increase in dissolved oxygen during week 1 (F1,47 = 13.04,
P = 0.0007). Stage at hatching was not affected by depth, morph, or dissolved oxygen
(depth: F1,45 = 2.93, P = 0.09; morph: F1,45 = 0.10, P = 0.76; depth × morph interaction:
F1,45 = 1.25, P = 0.27; dissolved oxygen: F1,45 = 1.82, P = 0.18; Fig. 4B).

Fig. 1. Mean (±SE) percentage of embryos hatched (A) and mass (B), age (C), and stage (D) at
hatching for embryos removed from masses and reared in groups of 20 in jars. In (A), percentage
hatched is averaged across 10 jars in each treatment and values represent least square means and
standard errors estimated from a GLMM with a logit link and morph and treatment as predictors,
then back-transformed to percentage scale, producing asymmetric error bars. In (B–D), means and
standard errors represent least square means estimated from a GLMM with morph and treatment as
predictors. Mass: N = 94 (clear dark), 98 (clear light), 87 (white dark), 97 (white light) embryos. Age
and stage: N = 151 (clear dark), 152 (clear light), 130 (white dark), 146 (white light) embryos. Points
with different letters have significantly different means based on the results of a Tukey HSD post hoc
test.
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DISCUSSION

The results of our two laboratory experiments clearly demonstrate that oxygen is a critical
factor in embryo survival and that algae compensate for low oxygen availability. When
masses were left intact, all embryos died in 12 of 16 masses reared without algae, but
no masses reared with algae experienced 100% mortality. Of those masses with some
hatchlings, over 90% of embryos survived in masses reared with algae, whereas less than
10% of embryos survived in masses without algae (Fig. 2A), indicating the importance of
algae to embryo success. Furthermore, the cause of low oxygen availability is the thick jelly
mass, as embryos removed from masses survived with equal success both in the presence
and absence of algae.

Fig. 2. Mean (±SE) percentage of embryos hatched (A) and mass (B), age (C), and stage (D) at
hatching for embryos reared in intact egg masses. In (A), values represent least square means and
standard errors estimated from a GLMM with a logit link, then back-transformed to percentage
scale, producing asymmetric error bars. In (B–D), means and standard errors represent least square
means estimated from a GLMM with morph and treatment as predictors. Percentage hatched: N = 7
(clear dark), 8 (clear light), 8 (white dark), and 8 (white light) masses. Mass: N = 5 (clear dark),
40 (clear light), 0 (white dark), 40 (white light) embryos. Age and stage: N = 35 (clear dark), 671 (clear
light), 8 (white dark), 711 (white light) embryos. Points with different letters have significantly different
means based on the results of a Tukey HSD post hoc test.
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Algae may also benefit embryos by increasing developmental rate or size at hatching.
Embryos that develop faster should hatch sooner, may be larger at metamorphosis (Ryan and

Plague, 2004), and may metamorphose sooner (Boone et al., 2002). Furthermore, larger size at
hatching often confers a competitive advantage to larvae and may make larvae less suscep-
tible to predators (Walls, 1995; Walls and Blaustein, 1995; Urban, 2007). Because so few embryos survived
from intact masses reared in the dark, it is difficult to evaluate the effect of algae on
developmental rate and mass at hatching in that experiment. However, embryos removed
from masses demonstrated no effect of light treatment on age or stage at hatching or on

Fig. 3. Mean (±SE) percentage of of embryos and hatchlings in the field experiment that were alive on
the day the first embryos hatched. Means and standard errors represent least square means estimated
from a GLMM with a logit link, then back-transformed to percentage scale. Analyses include data
for 19 clear and 19 white masses in the surface treatment, and 15 clear and 15 white masses in the
substrate treatment. Points with different letters have significantly different means based on the results
of a Tukey HSD post hoc test.

Fig. 4. Mean (±SE) age (A) and stage (B) at hatching for embryos in the field experiment. Means and
standard errors represent least square means estimated from a GLMM. Analyses include data for
19 clear and 19 white masses in the surface treatment, and 15 clear and 15 white masses in the
substrate treatment. Points with different letters have significantly different means based on the results
of a Tukey HSD post hoc test.
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survivorship (Fig. 1). This suggests that, if the algae provide embryos a benefit of faster
development or higher survival, the benefit is not realized where there is no oxygen
limitation.

Our results (Fig. 1B, 2B) add to contradictory data regarding the effect of algae on
hatchling size, as the presence of algae has been shown to both increase (Gilbert, 1944) and have
no effect on (Tattersall and Spiegelaar, 2008) size at hatching. Alternatively, algae might reduce
embryo size at hatching. Burns et al. (2017) recently demonstrated that algae consume
glutamate produced by A. maculatum cells, which could equate to taking resources away
from developing embryos. Contrary to Hale et al. (2016), whose data suggested the presence
of algae might reduce hatchling mass, we provide no evidence that algae consume yolk
reserves or amino acids at the expense of embryonic growth. Our data are consistent with
Tattersall and Spiegelaar (2008), who found no effect of algae on mass of hatchlings reared in
intact masses, and are contrary to the results of Hale et al. (2016). However, Hale and
colleagues’ (2016) study was suggestive only, as they compared embryos reared in the light
in one year with embryos reared in the dark the following year. Variation in hatchling
size between light and dark treatments in their study likely was due to differences in
experimental procedures or mass quality between years.

Although we observed no effect of algae on hatchling size, hatchlings from clear masses
were larger than hatchlings from white masses (Fig. 2B). Females who lay clear masses may
also deposit more yolk in eggs. The production of the hydrophobic protein that renders
some masses white appears to depend on a single gene polymorphism (Ruth et al., 1993). If so,
yolk deposition and the production of jelly protein may be linked through pleiotropic
effects of this gene. Alternatively, production of the jelly protein that renders masses
white may be expensive such that there is an energetic trade-off between producing the
protein and producing yolk. Finally, the differences in hatchling mass may result not from
differences in yolk volume but instead from differences in the efficiency with which yolk is
converted into body mass. Clearly, this relationship needs to be explored further and the
yolk volumes of the two morphs compared.

The effects of temperature, dissolved oxygen, and water depth on development are com-
plicated and correlated (Fig. 4; see also 3092Appendix). Water at the surface is warmer,
which should increase developmental rate, but will also increase oxygen consumption,
which is limiting for interior embryos. Colder water holds more oxygen, but the positive
correlation between water temperature and dissolved oxygen indicates that diffusion from
the surface contributes more to the amount of oxygen in water than the temperature-
dependent oxygen capacity of water. Oxygen diffuses through air at a higher rate when
warm, so the positive correlation between temperature and dissolved oxygen may be due to
higher rates of diffusion from air to water when the air is warmer. Although we did not
measure air temperature, it is a reasonable assumption that warmer surface temperatures
were associated with warmer air temperatures across days. Our analyses included dissolved
oxygen as an independent variable, although because temperature and dissolved oxygen
were positively correlated, we must interpret the results with caution, as the patterns seen
could be due to either variable.

We found that embryos of both morphs took longer to hatch at the substrate than at the
surface (Fig. 4A), consistent with the established effect of temperature and dissolved oxygen
on developmental rate (Kinne and Kinne, 1962; Strathmann and Strathmann, 1995; Hale et al., 2003). We found
that survivorship was higher at the surface than the substrate for clear masses, but not
for white masses (Fig. 3). These data are partially consistent with the common effect of
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low oxygen on survivorship (Kinne and Kinne, 1962; Hale et al., 2003). Furthermore, we found no
difference in survivorship between clear and white masses at the substrate. Therefore, the
data are not consistent with our prediction that greater algal growth in clear masses (Jacobson,

2015) will provide the clear morph an advantage at depth, where oxygen is limited.
There are two possible interpretations of these data. First, the relatively low temperatures

at depth (as much as 5�C cooler at depth in some weeks; 3092Appendix) may have reduced
embryo metabolic rate and oxygen demand sufficiently that supplemental oxygen from
algae was not necessary. Without limited oxygen availability, we would not expect a benefit
of algae – an interpretation supported by our laboratory study. Furthermore, if oxygen
availability had been more limiting at the substrate than at the surface, then we would have
seen lower survival at the substrate. Second, the algae may not have differed in activity at all,
or enough to produce differences between depths or between morphs. For example, cooler
temperatures at depth may have slowed algal photosynthesis, or the mass jelly may not have
affected algal density as in previous studies (Jacobson, 2015).

In contrast to the data from masses on the substrate, the data from the masses at the
surface support the hypothesis that algae do perform differently in the two morphs.
Embryos in clear masses were more likely to survive to the first day of hatching than
embryos from white masses (Fig. 3). Temperatures were warmer at the surface, which would
have increased developmental rate. Indeed, embryos at the substrate took three days longer
to hatch at the same developmental stage as embryos at the surface. The increased demand
for oxygen needed to sustain faster development may have created an oxygen deficit for
interior embryos (Seymour, 1995; Strathmann and Strathmann, 1995). Better facilitation of algae growth
by clear masses could explain their higher survival. An alternative explanation for the
difference in survival at the surface is that the jelly in clear masses is less of a barrier to
oxygen diffusion than the jelly of white masses. Very little is known about the properties of
the crystalline protein deposited in white mass jelly and it would be interesting to quantify
oxygen diffusion through the jelly of the two morphs.

Finally, our data suggest that spatial variation in the importance of oxygen and algae can
explain the maintenance of the clear morph, and previous studies showing lower predation
on the white morph (Petranka et al., 1998) and its higher frequency where egg predators are more
abundant (King, 2016) explain the maintenance of the white morph. Clear morphs do better
near the surface of the water but show no advantage in the colder, deeper water. This
likely translates to an advantage for clear masses along the margins of ponds where water is
shallow, as well as near the surface in areas of ponds that are deeper. In contrast, white
morphs do better than clear morphs, overall, in ponds containing wood frog tadpoles, but
within such ponds there may be microhabitats in which clear morphs do better. At our site,
wood frog tadpole density is spatially variable (C.K. and R.E.H., unpublished data) and clear and
white morphs may both do well in ponds with wood frogs if tadpole density is patchy.

Together, our data suggest spatial variation in selection could maintain these two morphs,
yet there is much we still do not understand about the underlying genetics of this poly-
morphism. The A. maculatum egg mass polymorphism is thought to result from a single
locus genetic polymorphism (Ruth et al., 1993). One mechanism for the maintenance of single
locus polymorphisms is heterosis, through which two alternative morphs are maintained
within populations as the by-product of selection in heterozygotes. This explanation is
limited here. First, because the genetics of this polymorphism are not well understood, we
do not know the frequency or phenotype of heterozygotes. Ruth et al. (1993) examined
intermediate phenotypes and described them as heterozygotes, but these intermediates are
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difficult to identify and to quantify. Furthermore, in many populations, intermediate
morphs are rare or absent. The existence of an intermediate morph suggests that the
jelly protein trait exhibits incomplete dominance, yet its rarity suggests strong assortative
mating such that heterozygotes are rarely produced. Future work connecting phenotype to
genotype, quantifying fitness of intermediate phenotypes, and examining mate choice will
greatly improve our understanding of the maintenance of this polymorphism.
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